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between them. If researchers of Middle East studies have long viewed
the region as a "neatly delineated, territorial package," they can no
longer ignore the relevance of diaspora research for a greater, deeper,
and more complicated understanding of the Middle East.'
As a result of this shift, various studies have been published
which rellect the rapidly growing scholarly investment in Middle
East migration research. These studies tend to be interdisciplinary,
and draw 011 approaches from history, sociolof,'Y and anthropology,
as well as literary and cultural studies. ,Vorks range from focused
studies of particular diasporas, such as the Lebanese by scholars like
Andrew Arsan, Dalia Abdelhady, and Syrine Hout, to more broadly
conceived research that examines the history and aesthetics of
111igration across the region, by researchers like Anthony Gonnan
and Sossie Kasbarian, Nouri Gana, and Layla Al Maleh" ,Vhile this
research has enriched the tleld, its overall focus has not been evenly
distributed. In the Anglophone sphere, much critical attention has
been paid to Middle Eastern communities in ;-';orth America, and in
particular Arab communities in the United States, leaving the
experience of Arab migration in other geographical locations,
particularly Australia, underrepresented, Even the broader studies
mentioned above have not substantially ameliorated this oversight.
Where research of Arab-Australians has prinLipally occurred is,
ullsurprisingly, in Australian-based scholarship and in response to
discrete local events, like the infamous gang-rape case in 2000 and
the eronulla Riots in 200S, as well as the repercussions of more
global events like September 11, 200!,' This scholarship sought
principally to address the plight of Arabs in Australia, particularly ill
a context of rising racism and Islamophobia against Arahs.
The papers published in this speCial issue of ldashriq &
Mahjar emerged from a conference held at the University of Sydney
in March 2016 10 address, in part, how Arabs in Australia respond to
racism. But what also elnerged fnnn the discussion was an attelnpt to
move beyond defining Arab--AustraHans simply in relation to the
dominant culture that otherizes them and positions them as
marginal. The assembled articles here reveal instead the extent to
which cultural practitioners - perforrnance artists, cornmunity
activists, and writers - explore, enact, and narrate their experiences
as Arab--Australians in their own voke and through their own craft-,
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The articles selected in this special issue also include scholarly works
that explore the history of Arabs in Australia and critically analyze
literature produced by Arab-Australian authors.
Several interrelated themes emerge from these contributions.
They include: the interplay between cultural production and the
political, where culture is deployed as a kind of political activism; t-lH:~
recognition that the history of Arabs in Australia is an unfolding one,
intimately bound with personal experience and the excavation of
Corgouen stories; and, not least, the impacL of global evenLs on our
understanding of the Arab-Australian experience. Addressing these
common themes, the following series of articles revisit the notion of
"Arahs in Australia" from a perspective that docs not eschew the
reality of racism. Rather, they explore how cultural production might
be an effective tool to imagine an Arab-Australian subjectivity and a
lived experience that fashions a space for itself both in response to
and in spite of that reality.
Anne ;'vlonsour's opening essay provides an early history of
Arab migration to Australia, which stretches back to the latter
decades of the 180()s through to the mid-1900s. During this period,
as 1v1onsour's research shows, Australia actively pursued a migration
and settlement program that openly favored white Europeans.
Various historical policies, collectively referred to as "the Vvhite
Australia policy," specif1cally restricted Asian migration. This
impacted Syrian/Lebanese migrants' capacity to settle in Australia
because they were, under these policies, categorized as Asian.
Nevertheless, S0111e 111igrants 1110nnted successful cases to ren1ain in
Australia and lVlonsour's careful archival research uncovers this
largely undocmnented history of Arab-Australians. She shuws how
Syrian- Lebanese migrants of that era worked within the confines of
the requirements of various legislations, for instance by altering their
name and birthplace on official documents to present a case that they
should be classilled as European. Such a history has had a great
impact, Monsour reveals, on the personal lives and relations of many
second- and third-generation Arab-Australians with regard to their
own family history. \1onsour's contribution sheds light on a still
suppressed past of Arabs in the Australian context, broadening
personal family histories and asserting the presence of Arabs during
the highpoint of Australia's white, European past.
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The following essay by David joseph highlights the role of
archives in one's personal life story. As author and sole performer of
the play Deceptive Threads, Joseph stages the secret archives he
unearthed about his two grandfathers. His play illustrates how his
grandfathers' lives were deeply, even if indirectly, intertwined. Both
men assumed false identities for opposite ends: Joseph's maternal
Australian grandfather was employed by the state as a spy and
worked "to uphold the hegemony of the White Australia policy,"
whilt' his paternal Lebanese-migrant granJfather was cornpel1ed to
alter birth records and assume a false European identity in order to
be naturalized as an Australian. To further emphasize these linked
deceptions, Joseph creates an aesthelic of deceplion on stage through
the projections of images and strategically deployed sound from
percussion instruments. The deceptions, Joseph points out, fi-.nrn an
integral part of the Joseph family's forgotten and marginalized
Lebanese heritage. In their race to assimilate within white Australia,
the Josephs lost their Arabic language and their personal past. Joseph
explains that this play, ",\Tith its emphasis on archives} is a reclamation
of his personal past, but one that is inextricably tied to the broader
racist political history of Australia. The play draws a link, or thread,
between Australia's current heated debates about refugees and the
"deceptive" and buried histories of his grandt"thers. Included in this
issue is a full copy of the script of Deceptive Threads and a link to one
of the staged performances of the play by Joseph.
The next two essays, by literary critic Jumana Bayeh and
critically acclaimed author Randa Abdel-fattah, address,
respectively, the local and transnational dynamics of Arab-Australian
fklion, and the various constrainls ils authors faCt:, in lhe publishing
industry. Bayeh's paper responds to the curious neglect of ArabAustralian literature from both Australian literary studies and the
burgeoning field of Arab diaspora writing. She argues that works by
authors like Michael Mohammad Ahmad, Jad El Hage, Abbas ElZein, and Loubna Ilaikal straddle the Australian and Arab diaspora
literalY fields. She points out that the key themes that are often
perceived to detlne Australian letters, namely theft of land,
attachment to land, indigeneity and identity, are also essential parts
of Arab-Australian narratives. Her analysis of Arab-Australian texts
as a fc)rm of Arab diaspora writing arhculatcs a bold method attuned
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to the reciprocal transnational dynamics between literatures
produced across various national spaces,
Abdd-Fattah, writing from the perspective of a wellpublished author, asks if she, as a Palestinian-;;1uslim female writer,
can subvert the dominant paradigm within the publishing industry
t-lwt consistently ,vorks to position her as a "native informant."
Abdel-l'attah outlines the offensive "Muslimsplaining" that she is
subjected to from, in one example, celebrated author Geraldine
Brooks, whose award winning Nine Parts of Desire (1994) secured
Brooks as an authority on Muslim women.' Abdel-Fattah's study
raises S0111€ ilnpoltant ethical questions on who gets to represent,
and speak for and about marginalized communities. Reflecting on
the infamous "Lionel Shriver affair" ,'vhere Shriver, in her keynote
address at the 2016 Brisbane Writers Festival, argued in favor of
cultural appropriation, and Helen Thurloe's fictional account of a
Pakistani-1vlusliln teenager's arranged n1arriage in the novel
Promising Azra (2016), Abdel-Fattah argues that writers need to be
aware that they do not live in a post-racial world, and that
representations of the "other" have manifold consequences that
maintain the disadvantage of those represented." Abde1Fattah thus
denounces the inconsistency of orientalist feminism that on the one
hand gives license to white western feminists like Brooks and
Thurloe to mediate experiences of the rvluslim or Arab woman in
their narratives, and that demands on the other hand that authors
like Abdel-Fattah write as "native informants."
The final essay, in the form of an interview with writer and
cOlnll1unity activist Paula Abood, further explores the issue of v"ho is
authorizeu lo speak for Arabs in lhe community st'cior. Abood
highlights the skepticism she often faces when "speaking up" or
"speaking back" as an Arab feminist,' observing that even
comrnunit:y advocacy groups replicat:e the same power st:ructures that
authorizes some people to speak while others are spoken for,'
Alongside the interview with Abood, we have included a sample of
her literary work, published here for the first time, which represents
another aspect of her activism. These stories, like much of her other
work, speak of the Arab diaspora and narrate the experiences of
predominately Arah female characters. Her creative practice echoes
and reflects) in a different form) her theoreticallnterests as well as her
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political and public activist work in the Arab Australian scene.
Collectively, the papers assembled here shed new light on the
Arab-Australian experience. They build on existing scholarship that
has invariably, but understandably, 1()Cused on post-9ill and postCronulla racism that Arab communities have faced in Australia.
They urge us to reassess the cultural and political contributions of
Arab-Australians and to examine their work in relation to other,
better studied Arab diasporic communities. As the assembled
conLribulions tnake clear, cultural productions alllJrd ArabAustralians agency to narrate their own experiences and give voice to
their own and the history of their broader community,
Jumana Bayeh, /v/acquarie University

Sahar Amer, University of Sydney, Australia
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